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Facility&Operations | 2012 Olympic Games

When IOC Athletes’ Com-
mission Chairman Frank Freder-
icks and London 2012 Chair
Lord Coe joined others for the
photo call on the Olympic Sta-
dium pitch to celebrate the lay-
ing of the last of the 360 rolls of
turf there, included in the out-
of-camera team responsible for
delivering the project ahead of
schedule and within budget was
John Hewitt. While the cameras
rolled, John was quietly express-
ing a similar measure of celebra-
tion as the man charged with
the design and build of the Sta-

dium’s “inner bowl” area, the
pitch and the running track; in-
deed, the complete area within
the terracing at the £486 million
Stadium (1 Euro = 1.28 US dol-
lar).

For John, the laying of the
final turf heralded the end of a
complex and, he admits, an ex-
hausting process that began back
in 2005 when his company, He-
witt Sportsturf, was commis-
sioned as part of Team Stadium
by constructors Sir Robert
McAlpine to submit a tender
and specification for this show-

case element of the Olympic De-
livery Authority’s ambitious and
exciting Olympic Park project.

“While we are renowned as
constructors of football pitches,
it was clear from the outset that
the Olympic Stadium pitch
would focus instead on track and
field events, even though in the
early stages the original design
would have accommodated a full
UEFA-size soccer pitch,” says
John.

“However, what we have
today, an iconic venue that every-
one involved with can be very
proud of, bears little resemblance
to the original design,” he con-
tinues. “This was no surprise, be-
cause as each specialist partner
imparted their knowledge and
expertise to the design and speci-
fication there has been an evolu-

Designing and building 
the pitch of Olympic Stadium
Editor’s note: Thanks to STMA CEO Kim Heck for securing our coverage of this summer’s Olympic Games
venues via the CEO of the Institute of Groundsmanship, Geoff Webb. The IOG is STMA’s second official Inter-
national Affiliate Organization.

I
n a world exclusive interview, specialist sports surface con-
structor John Hewitt talks to Editor Colin Hoskins of
Groundsman Magazine about his “once in a lifetime” in-
volvement in the London 2012 Olympic Games—the
design and build of the Olympic Stadium’s pitch area.

The Olympic Stadium: 
FACTS AND FIGURES

Designed to host the opening
and closing ceremonies, as well as
athletics track and field events, the
Stadium will have the capacity for
80,000 people (in Games mode).

 The Stadium site covers 40
acres.

 The Stadium, which contains
around 10,000 tonnes of steel and
is the lightest Olympic Stadium to
date - is an ellipse with a long axis
of 315 metres and a short axis of
256 metres. It is 60 metres high
above the field of play and the
perimeter is 860 metres.

 More than 5,000 reinforced
concrete columns were installed
into the ground, up to 20 metres
deep, to provide the foundations to
support the structure. 112 steel rak-
ers and 12,000 pre-cast concrete
terracing units hold the spectator
seating in place.

 The roof compression truss
comprises 28 steel sections, each
one being 15 metres high by 30
metres long and weigh 85 tons. A
cable net roof provides the correct
conditions for the athletes on the
field of play and it covers two-thirds
of the spectators. 

 The Stadium is lit by 532
floodlights housed in 14 towers
which reach 70 metres above the
field of play.

>> CONSTRUCTION of Olympic
Stadium in London. The grass
area was shortened to 90 metres
long (by 71 metres wide) as op-
posed to UEFA-standard football
pitches of 105 metres long (by
68 metres wide) to accommo-
date Olympic officials at either
end of the track/pitch.

>> JOHN HEWITT, who was in
charge of the team that de-
signed and built the Olympic Sta-
dium pitch and track.



tionary process of refinement and continual improvement. The 400
metres running track has been the only common denominator
throughout the process.

“For example, the grass area has been shortened to 90 metres long
(by 71 metres wide) as opposed to UEFA-standard football pitches of
105 metres long (by 68 metres wide) to accommodate the Olympic of-
ficials et al in the ‘D’ areas at either end of the track/pitch. And there is
no undersoil heating (not required on a pitch in London that will be
used during the summer months) nor fancy air systems.”

Hewitt Sportsturf ’s on-site work began last April and the company
has, on average, had a team of eight people on-site during the ensuring
11 months.

The foundation/construction of the pitch, which is based on stan-
dard FA guidelines of a fall of 1 in 80 across and along the pitch has,
however, followed the established and highly successful Hewitt stan-
dards; the company’s renowned design of gravity-based lower, lateral
pipe slot drainage, a 125-150 millimetres gravel carpet underneath 200
millimetres of lower rootzone and 100 millimetres of upper rootzone
incorporating fibres/loose fibre reinforcement. Pop-up irrigation is also
a feature, as are gas vents for the lower foundations.

Because of the specified use, the turf (which was laid over three
days) is a “straightforward” blend of perennial ryegrass, smooth stalked
meadow and fescue.

“But the pitch is effectively one relatively small element of our inner
bowl work,” adds John. “For example, we faced a number of massive
and very complex challenges, not least designing in and installing the
ductwork to accommodate all the drainage and broadcast media utility
chambers; the drainage system is much more involved than a conven-
tional construction project for football and the Olympic Stadium is
certainly much more media-orientated.”

With the chambers measuring 1,800 mm by 1,800 mm, a network
of them populate the inner bowl like a spider’s web: the drainage sys-
tems not only look after the pitch and permeable areas but they also ac-
commodate water run-off from the non-grass D areas and track, 16,
000 m2 in total, which includes the track maintenance wash-down
areas. This expanse is drained via the network of slot and surface drains
and while initial guesstimates pointed to around 2,200 linear metres of
ducting being required, the result is 12,500 linear metres!

Of course, the D areas and track—Mondo “tarmac” surfacing—had
to be constructed to IAAF Class 1 Design Specification, which includes
a maximum gradient cross fall of 1% with zero gradient fall to the run-
ning length and a maximum 0.4% gradient fall in any direction on the
D areas.

Indeed, when these highly exacting angles and the track’s “continual
concave contour”’ are considered, John Hewitt makes complete sense
when he says that the inner bowl work was very complex and exacting
compared with the “fairly simple” pitch construction.

The construction of these areas underwent regular checks and in-
spections by the IAAF-accredited test house and, comments John
proudly, “to operate and construct at such precise tolerances given the
complex inner bowl layout and obstacles is without doubt a very de-
manding and difficult task. I am pleased to report and confirm that all
checks and testing have achieved the requirements for IAAF Class 1
certification as far as tested to date.

“The London 2012 project entailed an immense amount of com-
munication, for instance on average two meetings a week for the past
year alone with the Team Stadium consortium, and the site conditions
proffered a number of challenges.

“It must have been a logistical nightmare for Team Stadium/the
Olympic Delivery Authority to manage all the different contractors
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and trades. I understand that the Stadium build involved over 240 busi-
nesses and more than 5,250 operatives over the past three years, and it
goes without saying there were never any compromises on health and
safety.

Hewitt Sportsturf ’s involvement with the Stadium does not end,
however, now that the pitch and inner bowl is complete. “We are com-
missioned to maintain the pitch until after the Games,” he says, “and as
part of that contract we are employing a full-time groundsman.” 

43-YEAR GROUNDS VETERAN PREPARES FOR
OLYMPIC ARCHERY ON HIS CRICKET PITCHES

Mick Hunt, head groundsman at Lord’s Cricket Ground, explains to
Colin Hoskins how he will cope with Olympic archery in a busy summer
schedule of events at the “home of cricket.”

Mick Hunt’s pragmatism has earned him a reputation as being one of
the country’s top groundsmen. Now enjoying his 43rd year at Lord’s,
Mick consistently produces flawless top-class wickets at the “home of
cricket” and all without a day’s formal training in pitch maintenance and
management, but rather by applying his natural ability and his knack of
knowing what needs to be done to the pitch and when.

“Every day is different [because] you never know what Mother Nature
is going to dish out, so, you have to be ready and able to instantly adapt
to the weather conditions in relation to what’s happening on the pitch,”
he says. Each ground is unique; here it is the slope of the square, the high

sand content on the outfield and our heavy usage;
sometimes we have to use the same pitch for three
games! 

“We therefore have to adapt to the demands on a
daily, even hourly basis. Whether that involves cutting,
rolling the square, watering or using the covers (some-
times we’re constantly pulling these on and off on
daily), it is governed by the circumstances of the day.”

Even though Mick says he “has learned as I’ve gone
along,” behind that sentiment is an obvious wealth of
knowledge and experience that is revered by cricket
groundsmen the world over. Why else, indeed, would
Australian groundsmen every year spend a 6-month
“sabbatical” as part of Mick’s team? “They get a good
view of another side of [cricket pitch] life,” Mick quips,
“especially in terms of the number of games we have to
accommodate in a typical season.”

Those demands seem to increase year-on-year, he re-
flects, with Lord’s facing a relentless schedule of Test
matches and County, Pro 40 and Twenty20 games, as
well as corporate events. And this year, Mick also has
the Olympic archery competition to contend with.
“We’ll be shut for cricket for 6 weeks, and after the last

arrow is fired we’ll have just 10 days to get the pitch ready for a Test with
South Africa.”

“We topdressed and seeded in September, as usual with a Rigby Tay-
lor dwarf ryegrass R 9 mixture,” he continues, “and, of course, we’ve had
a relatively mild winter.” Typically, Mick adds that “in many ways, the
quality of the pitch is arrived at “on a wing and a prayer,” depending on
the weather,” but his tongue-in-cheek comment doesn’t hide the fact that
there is obviously much, much more to his pitch preparation.

“Of course,” he continues, “rolling will consolidate the pitch, but you
need to ensure it is irrigated, to a sufficient depth, to accommodate this
and to create a consistency of “plasticity” to achieve maximum consolida-
tion and a clean surface, while the sun effectively bakes and hardens the
surface. While the recent weather (very hot for the time of year and lit-

THE “GOOD TO GO” GAMES
The 2012 London Games’ quest for sustainability will deliver an in-
triguing blend of permanent legacy and temporary structures that
aims to create memorable venues within the context of historic and
iconic backdrops and settings.

Temporary structures, the “overlay” are vital for the Games organis-
ers to deliver this key vision and Tom Jones, Associate Principal at
Populous, the official architectural and overlay design services
provider to the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, has
lived and breathed them for several years now.

Given that the Games will provide no fewer than 275,000 tempo-
rary seats – part of an overlay that also include 165,000 m2 of tents,
2,500 cabins, 140 kms of fencing and 250 kms of crowd barriers, this
aspect of provision will prove crucial to the spectator experience.

“We’re trying to move away from the standard scaffold and seat
arrangement,” says Tom, “and provide plenty of seat width and leg
room to ensure levels of comfort.” 

Moving along the sustainability timeline, what’s to become of the
London Games’ temporary structures after the medals have been
won? The 2014 Commonwealth Games is one obvious application for
some of them, he says. “It’s an easy move. The Rugby World Cup will be
staged here in 2015 too, but some structures may well find new uses
abroad.”

Facility&Operations

>> LORD’S CRICKET GROUND is hallowed territory for the game. The
earliest known match played on the current ground was in June 1814.

>> MICK HUNT,
43-year veteran
groundsman at
Lord’s Cricket
Ground, will
see the
Olympic
archery compe-
tition on his
turf.
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tle/no rain) hasn’t hindered us I am conscious that three or four
hot/dry days do stress the grass and that our outfield, being 90% sand,
is very thirsty.”

Being based in north London (St John’s Wood), Lord’s is situated in
the country’s drought region, and Mick and his team use a series of
pop-up sprinklers on the outfield,  complemented by hand watering of
the square, when appropriate, to achieve the necessary hardness for ball
pace and bounce. “We’re on metered water, which we obviously moni-
tor,” adds Mick, “and during the past couple of seasons we’ve actually
used more water in Aril/May than in July/August.” 

This year, like every year, Mick says he’ll have to react to the situa-
tion as it occurs. “You can’t have a fixed plan; neither nature nor cricket
squares don’t work that way.”

The Olympic archery will put a new set of problems in Mick’s way,
as the outfield accommodates an array of stands, umpire boxes and
electronic display screens, for example, while the competitors will fire
across the square. “Nobody will be allowed to actually walk on the
square,” adds Mick, who is also assured that no arrows will fall short.
The adjacent nursery ground, traditionally home to several squares and
practice nets, will be used for the qualifying rounds.

But the Olympic tournament will not interrupt Lord’s busy cricket
schedule: the packed June programme list includes a game on practi-
cally every day. And once the archery is complete, Mick and his five-
man team (supplemented each season by the two groundsmen from
Australia) will have just 10 days before the first ball of another Test.

“While we’ll try to salvage as much of the original outfield as possi-
ble, we’re having an amount of ‘tile turf ’ grown by County Turf, which

we’ll use in the worst areas.” Contractor Steven Pask (“I wouldn’t use
anyone else”) has already been booked for this work, says Mick, “and
we’ll look after the square ourselves.”

STRI SETS THE STANDARD
STRI business development manager Lee Penrose explains to Colin

Hoskins how the world-leading sports surface consultancy is helping to

LORD’S, THE HOME OF CRICKET
Named after its founder, Thomas Lord, Lord’s Cricket Ground is
owned by Marylebone Cricket Club (MCC) and is the home of Middle-
sex County Cricket Club, the England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB)
and the European Cricket Council (ECC).

Lord’s today is not on its original site, being the third of three
grounds that Lord established between 1787 and 1814. His first
ground, now referred to as Lord’s Old Ground, was where Dorset
Square now stands. His second ground, Lord’s Middle Ground, was
used from 1811 to 1813 before being abandoned to make way for the
construction through its outfield of the Regent’s Canal. The present
Lord’s ground is about 230 metres north-west of the site of the Middle
Ground. 

The earliest known match played on the current ground was MCC v
Hertfordshire in June 1814. The oldest cricket fixture (ie, one that con-
tinues to this day) is the annual Eton v Harrow match, which was first
played on the Old Ground in 1805 and on the present ground in July
1818.
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ensure the standard of the Olympic football training pitches, among
other things

Consulting on equestrian ground and surface preparations is not
something you’d immediately associate with STRI, a leading consul-
tancy for the design, research and management of natural and artificial
sports surfaces. STRI not only works with governing bodies like the FA
and FIFA, but it also counts an impressive list of groundsmen and pre-
mier sports venues among its clients. But, in fact, the Bingley-based or-
ganisation has an impressive track record of successful projects at
racecourses such as Ayr, Leopardstown, Royal Ascot and Wetherby, as
well as Hickstead, and for the past 3 years or so has been heavily in-
volved in helping LOCOG, the London 2012 Organising Committee,

deliver the Olympic equestrian competitions that will take place this
summer in Greenwich Park, south east London (the site will also host
the combined running and shooting events of the modern pentathlon)

As Lee Penrose, STRI’s head of key projects, explains: “LOCOG
approached us in early 2009, before planning consent was given for the
park’s use as an Olympic venue, to help investigate the ecological im-
pact of the proposed equestrian events. This was a major concern not
only for LOCOG but also certainly for the local residents and The
Royal Parks. The park, which is situated in one of the most driest and
free-draining parts of the UK,  is a highly sensitive site containing in-
ternationally protected archaeological features, veteran trees and endan-
gered habitats and species, and LOCOG needed to know if it was
feasible to develop it as a fit-for-purpose venue for the equestrian
events. 

“My background as an ecologist combined with turf science skills
made the project a perfect fit for STRI, and we worked closely with
LOCOG in the ensuing months to develop what started as a very loose
plan into a 200-page tome embracing:

• Site appraisal – ground conditions, drainage, topography
• Detailed design and method statement for the implementation of

the project
• Details of the provision of specialist staff, equipment and machin-

ery including construction, irrigation, surface preparation and restora-
tion post-2012 - including the re-establishment of the sensitive acid
grassland habitats and amenity areas.”

He continues: “The project also involved STRI working with
equipment manufacturers to design and construct certain bespoke ma-
chinery suited to work within the unique conditions of the park, and
in partnership with our contractual sub-partners we are retaining a
portfolio of equipment and team of highly trained staff who are based
at the park.

“We used GPS mapping to ensure certain areas would not be dis-
turbed/encroached upon, effectively creating ‘no-go’ areas that the con-
tractors should avoid. Developed in close conjunction with Trimble,

STRI (originally the Sports Turf Re-
search Institute) was established in
1929 in association with the UK Golf
Unions and The R&A (Royal and An-
cient Golf Club of St Andrews), to
provide research and advisory serv-
ices for golf clubs on their golf
greens and courses. By the 1950s, it
had established a reputation as the
leading company for providing ad-
vice and research on new products
and techniques for managing sports
turf, not just for golf, but for all types
of sports surfaces and amenity grass
areas.

STRI works with clients - from
village clubs to international gov-
erning bodies - to provide quality,
bespoke and cost-effective solu-
tions for the design, construction
and management of sports sur-
faces:

• Football pitches
• Golf greens, fairways, tees,

bunkers and roughs
• Horseracing courses, cross

country courses and horse show
arenas

• Rugby pitches
• Cricket outfields and cricket

squares
• Bowls greens
• Tennis courts
• Gaelic football and hurling

pitches
• School sports pitches
• Local authority playing fields

and recreation grounds
The last two decades have seen

rapid growth within STRI, currently
with 75 staff, delivering services
across an international client base
of around 2,100 sports clubs and
facilities each year. www.stri.co.uk

STRI 

>> BECAUSE OF THE SPECI-
FIED USE, the turf, laid over 3
days, is a “straightforward”
blend of perennial ryegrass,
smooth stalked meadow and
fescue.
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the specialists in vehicle tracking systems, we
have created a system that works rather like
Tom-Tom and ‘directs’ drivers by showing in
red the hotspots to avoid. The system is accu-
rate to within two centimetres!

“The system can of course, be used to track
the route of every vehicle; it can even record
when, where and how much fertiliser, for ex-
ample, has been applied or, indeed, how much
vertidraining has been carried out. This is a
very interesting technology which we will use
post-Games to restore the site and, going for-
wards, could well prove useful for other proj-
ects.”

LOCOG is ‘renting’ the sites and where
appropriate also paying for any upgrading
after selecting them using criteria that in-
cluded their location (to the Olympic tourna-
ment venues) and available facilities. Between
them the sites boast 24 pitches and the quality
of these is being ‘overseen’ by the STRI team,
which includes Lee Penrose. 

Explaining that each pitch is being regu-
larly assessed (at least once each month) to
STRI’s industry-recognised standards in
terms of, for instance, strength of turf, firm-
ness of ground, amount of grass cover, and
ball bounce and roll, Lee highlights how the
standard is being applied at these existing fa-
cilities “that are largely based on natural soil
pitches [the exception is the Long Lane FC
site, which had been completely refurbished
by Speedcut Contractors. These are not pro-
fessional football stadia, so LOCOG, STRI
and the grounds teams at each location are
striving to achieve the best possible playing
surfaces under the circumstances and within
budget.”

He continues: “We started work at each
ground last autumn 2011, beginning the
process by assessing each site and its playing
regimes, then bringing the groundsmen and
LOCOG together here at STRI’s Bingley
headquarters, for two days ‘training’. This in-
cluded a visit to Burnley FC’s stadium and
training grounds where our visitors could put
their Olympic training pitches into perspec-
tive against Burnley’s superb surfaces.

“Some of the eight sites needed upgrades
to the irrigation systems (one had no ability to
irrigate) and this included, at one site, the in-
stallation of a fully automated system (by MJ
Abbott) and at another the installation of a
temporary, travelling system. Other sites
needed basic adjustment to drainage, while
others needed general surface upgrading/reno-
vation.”

In April each pitch underwent a full reno-
vation program of scarification, aeration, seed-
ing and fertilisation. ■

has gone mobile!
Now you can access all
the latest news and events
anywhere, anytime. Simply 
visit www.sportsturfonline.
com/mobile4 to stay 
connected.
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The Chino Basin Water
Conservation District
(CBWCD) purchased the park
area and current administrative
site in the mid 60’s from the
Hanawalt Rock and Sand Com-
pany. Existing park facilities
were crude and undeveloped as
the layout was a large circular
driveway from the past rock and
concrete operations. It was used
primarily as a bicycle track with
patchy turf areas in the middle. 

It was not until 1990 that
Wilderness Park began its tran-
sition into a more defined user
friendly recreational facility. At
this time the CBWCD had the
park professionally designed and
constructed with an automatic
irrigation system and expanded
turf areas. A few trees were
planted and some existing trees
remained.

In 2008, the District’s Board
of Directors set into motion

that Wilderness Park be updated
to increase active public use
with an emphasis in sustainabil-
ity and education. Budgets were
developed, designs were com-
pleted and construction began
in 2009.

BUDGET AND 
CONTRACTORS

The CBWCD is an Inde-
pendent Special District of Cali-
fornia and is funded by property

taxes from its service area of six
cities within the Chino Basin
Watershed. The District main-
tains physical assets and cash re-
serves and it was the
appropriated reserves that sup-
ported the renovation of
Wilderness Park. The accepted
bid of $115,000 from Bellaire
Landscape, Inc. was approved
by the Directors and a 6-month
timeline was given to finish the
project.

There were no change orders
during the original construction
which kept the original bid un-
changed. However, additional
costs were realized as tree sig-
nage and literature were devel-
oped and purchased,
replacement tees were needed
and additional trees were
planted. The costs for these
items has totaled approximately
$10,000.

The park layout of turf,
paths, mulching areas, benches,
waste stations and picnic tables
were designed by Claremont
Environment Group, Inc.
(CEDG).

The irrigation system and
boulder selections and place-
ment were designed by
CBWCD staff.  The tree selec-
tions and placements were se-
lected by a team of local
arborists, CEDG and CBWCD
staff.

TURF AND IRRIGATION
Two of the primary goals of

the new renovation were to re-
duce the square footage of the
turf area and reduce water use
while still providing for low im-
pact recreation. The original size
of park area of 84,000 square
feet was designed down to

Wilderness Park: 
from rocks and sand to “Green Jewel”

WILDERNESS PARK IN MONTCLAIR, CA has had a fascinating history of
development over the past 100 years. Beginning with citrus groves in the early
1900’s followed by a rock, sand and concrete industry from the 1940’s to the

1960’s, it wasn’t until the early 1970’s that the site served as a public park.

Two of the primary goals of the new renovation were to
reduce the square footage of the turf area and reduce
water use while still providing for low impact recreation.
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22,500 sq. ft., a 73% reduction of turf area. The areas of non-es-
sential turf were sprayed with three separate applications of
glysophate. The remaining turf was left in place and subse-
quently repaired of damages from the heavy equipment and
other vehicles. The repairs and restoration of the turf included
filling in the low areas with sand, removing tree roots, lowering
high spots, aeration and re-seeding with a fescue/rye mix with a
quarter inch of topdressing.

There were 28 existing trees in the old turf that were removed
because of disease, surface roots and the need to start new.

The new irrigation system is designed for the existing re-
claimed water service, a cost saving-conservation retrofit in-
stalled in 2007. Though existing white PVC was left in place as
part of the new design, all new piping installs were specified at
SCH 40 and purple. All automatic valves, boxes, quick couplers
and sprinklers were also marked with purple tagging. A separate
potable water line was also installed with quick couplers for
other functions in the park.

The irrigation system uses the existing Motorola IRRInet
controller installed in 1990 with current programming updates.
The Hunter I-25 and PGP rotor type sprinkler heads are used
with Superior 950 – DWPRS brass globe valves. The turf area
requires six individual valves for proper zoning and efficiency.

The park showcases over 65 individual trees with 38 separate
species with emphasis in adaptability to the local area and for
homeowner and other property installations. All trees are irri-
gated with the subsurface Hunter Root Watering System-
RZWS-36-50-CV. The majority of the trees were 24-inch box
sizes with the remaining trees being of the 15-gallon pot size.
Most trees were fitted with four individual subsurface “water
tubes” while the desert type lower water use trees were fitted
with two water tubes. The tree zones require seven valves with
trees be grouped for similar water requirements. 

WATER USE 
A water conservation goal of considerable water savings was

achieved with the 2009 park renovation. The potable water design
of the old park turf encompassed 17 valves at 555 GPM with an
approximate water use cost of $4,500.00/year.

The recycled water retrofit was an immediate dollar savings of
25-30% for usage with District staff and the City of Montclair
staff providing for the installation of the plumbing materials and
connections.

The new park turf design was measured at 68% DU, uses six
valves at a total 178 GPM with at an approximate cost of
$1,000/year based on soil moisture observations, weekly and sea-
sonal run time adjustments.

The tree irrigation system is designed at approximately 132
gpm with an approximate use of 19 gpm per zone. Based on soil
moisture observations, growth rate, seasonal run time adjustments,
the tree irrigation costs are approximately $125/year.

The paths in the park are built of decomposed granite with an
added binder for stability and hardness, with a barrier cloth sepa-
rating the native soil and DG. All pathways are curbed and the
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paths provide for a comfortable walk and a close up look to all of
the trees.

More than 70 rocks and boulders were trucked in and placed
with some weighing several tons and as large as a Texas Longhorn
steer. The boulders were at no cost to the District as the District

owns and maintains properties littered with “Big Rocks”.
A total of 50,000 square feet of the tree planting areas are

mulched with approximately 700 cubic yards of locally generated
chips from tree trimming contractors. The mulching depth is ap-
proximately four to 5 inches. The mulching of all bare areas pro-

vides for a great weed barrier, enhances
soil building and erosion control , and re-
tains soil moisture which lessens irrigation
applications for establish trees. All mulch
was provided at no cost to the District.

Each tree species are identified with a
9-inch diameter sign which includes the
scientific and common names of the tree.
There are two park legend signs which de-
tail the boundaries, turf, tree locations,
paths, boulders, benches and tables.

Several picnic tables and sitting
benches are part of the relaxing experi-
ence when visiting the park. Each is con-
structed of recycled materials and provide
for comfortable sitting and long wear.
The park is extremely dog friendly with
several ‘Doggie Stations’ providing for
bio-degradable pick it up bags. There are
waste and recycle receptacles along the
pathway. 

CONSTRUCTION ISSUES
The biggest challenge of the project

demonstrated itself during irrigation
trenching and tree planting and this was
due to the history of the site. As men-
tioned, this site had been a rock, sand
concrete operation for many years. Dur-
ing the excavating and digging many con-
crete footings, driveways and slag dumps
were found beneath the soil. When thick
layers of concrete were encountered dur-
ing the irrigation trenching, the trenches
and pipes had to take a few odd turns.
Several tree planting holes had to be jack
hammered free of the concrete to allow
proper drainage.  

MAINTENANCE
There are several grass species that are

found in the turf area and they include
fescue, bermuda, kikuyu, rye and blue-
grass. This multi-species mix provides for
a durable play area throughout the year.
Within this mix are assorted broadleaf
weeds which are tolerated to a degree. Re-
cently a broad leaf weed eradication
schedule has been implemented and most
of these weeds are expected to be con-
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trolled by August 2012. The mowing of the turf is performed by
the City of Montclair on a weekly schedule.

Fertilization applications occur three times a year using a 20-0-
0 in early spring and followed by two more early and late summer
applications of a 16-16-16 balanced fertilizer. Though the major-
ity of the park soil is a well drained sandy-rocky type, an annual
application of gypsum is applied for some of the small clay soil
areas of the park. Soil sulfur is also applied to maintain a pH
around 7.2. Mechanical aeration is performed once a year.

The young trees continue to be structurally pruned for their
future health and beauty. The fertilization program is twice a year
using a slow release balanced fertilizer “tablet” which is dropped
down the irrigation tube. Future expansion of the subsurface irri-
gation is planned to encourage rooting further out from the exist-
ing canopies.

The new park has provided for a multitude of recreation uses,
District special events, education opportunities and an emergency
helicopter landing site.

Since the park opened with its new and improved water con-
servation design, the use by the public has increased dramatically.
Soccer, baseball, volleyball, walking including dog walking, medi-
tation, running and picnicking are just a few of the healthy activi-
ties seen in the park.  

Typically the District conducts three or four large events in the

park which include earth day for elementary schools, a plant sale
and water fair, dog events and the Run for Life event. All events
are supported by vendors, educators, water agencies and volun-
teers who all bring their expertise for water conservation.

One of the complementary adjoining features to the new
Wilderness Park is the California Native Oak Grove. This section
of the park was built in 2005 with eight different species of Cali-
fornia Oaks. It was inspired by the lone existing 250-year old (es-
timated) Coast Live Oak. The development of this section of
Wilderness Park removed one half acre of turf and eliminated
supplemental irrigation after only three years of tree establish-
ment. It too provides for educational and recreational opportuni-
ties for all to enjoy and learn from.

Education is a big part of the CBWCD’s mission and with the
water conservation themes and designs, the tree selections and ac-
companying literature, the new design continues CBWCD’s edu-
cational mission. The park has received positive feedback and
raves from the local public, out of town visitors, local business,
dignitaries and local water agencies. ■

David Schroeder is a conservation specialist for the Chino Basin
Water Conservation District. 


